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“Funded by the EU”: a seal that opens
doors
“Odyssey” is what comes to mind when one hears the story of how the
LEAP-project grew from idea to implementation – including, fortunately, a
happy ending for the crew, ETH Zurich and four enterprises.

ABOUT THE PROJECT
LEAP stands for “Lean Development –
new principles for innovation management and a more time and cost efficient
development of novel products”. The
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A difficult journey
Initially, the ETH team wanted to investigate how the concept of Lean Manage-
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The benefits
“It is amazing how this ‘funded by the EU’seal helps to open doors”, says the project’s
coordinator Anja Schulze. Not only, but also
thanks to this “seal of quality” the ETH team
was able to visit and talk to people who
rarely give interviews and to invite excellent
experts for workshops and conferences. The
companies, on the other hand, gain access to
the ETH team’s knowledge and extend their
professional network and expertise.
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